Equipping participants to assist workers and their organizations in engaging more effectively in social dialogue, public debate and policy implementation on central human development objectives.
GLU History

2001 US back pay to ILO: GLU idea is born
2002 Fundraising in Germany
2003 Tender for MA LPG:
   UniKassel/FHW wins
2003-04 Curricular discussions, government approval
2004 Start at UniKassel
History con’t

2007 Start at Wits, Jo’burg
2007 PhD program Global Social Policies & Gov.
2008 Start at Campinas, Brazil
2008 TISS, Mumbai, becomes GLU member
2009 DAAD Grant for International Center for Development and Decent Work
2010 ENGAGE
Masters’ Programmes

BRAZIL
UNIVERSIDADE ESTADUAL DE CAMPINAS

GERMANY
UNIVERSITÄT KASSEL/FHW BERLIN

INDIA
TATA INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

SOUTH AFRICA
UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND

WWW.GLOBAL-LABOUR-UNIVERSITY.ORG

INTERNATIONAL MASTERS PROGRAMMES ON LABOUR AND GLOBALISATION

MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF GLOBALISATION

BRAZIL
Social Economy and Labour

GERMANY
Labour Policies and Globalisation

INDIA
Globalisation and Labour

SOUTH AFRICA
Labour and Development

SUPPORTED BY:
Global Unions
CUT
DGB

3 – 6 months Training Course

ENGAGE – Empowerment and Capacity Building Network for Global Labour Activists and Trade Union Officials on Global Economic Policies

Six month training programme for participants from Brazil, Europe, India and Southern Africa 01 April 2012 – 30 September 2012
International Kassel Summer School
Ways to a fair Globalization
1 week in June

12 International Trade Unionists
12 German
3 Interpreters

Funding: FES, HBS
GLU Funding

MA Programs
Universities: Salary of professors, facilities
(1st 3 years) German Ministry + HBS, ILO: scholarships etc.
Currently: FES & HBS, ILO, OBS, PSI, Brazilian governm. ...

Networking
(1st 3 years) ILO, DAAD
Currently: ICDD (from DAAD - German Ministry), ILO, FES, plus local sponsors
International Center for Development and Decent Work (ICDD)

A global think tank network for addressing

MDG 1: “Eradicate Extreme Poverty & Hunger”

Target 2: “Achieve Full and Productive Employment and Decent Work for All”

With a special focus on the world's 1.5 billion food insecure people in rural areas – in line with the joint FAO – ILO initiative
Zivilgesellschaftliche Partner: FES, HBS, DGB, COSATU, CUT, SEWA, ITUC, WIEGO, RESPECT et al.

Unicamp: Universidade Estadual de Campinas (BRA)
WITS: University of Witwatersrand (RSA)
TISS: Tata Institute of Social Science (IN)

UADY: Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán (MEX)
EGU: Egerton University (KE)
UAF: University of Agriculture Faisalabad (PAK)
Three Research Clusters

Sustainable Value Creation for Decent Work

Instruments for Promoting Decent Work

Strategies of Empowerment for Decent Work

Ela Bhatt
Visiting Professorship

Academic Qualification at Different Levels

New Professorship
Migration & Decent Work

Four Training Activities

Network: Universities IO’s & NGO’s

Knowledge Transfer to Policy, Civil Society, Profession & Academia

MA & MSc Thesis Research - Thesis Research Grants

Graduate School “Socio-Ecological Research for Development” PhD Scholarships, Team Teaching, Joint Workshops

Post Doctoral and Senior Scientist Research, Joint Workshops

Alumni Applied Research Schools

Certificate Courses “Global Economic Governance” Knowledge Transfer Schools & Travelling Seminars Decent Work Web Portal & Multi Channel Publications
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